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"Y “You don’t come from a 
motorhome background, do 
you?” was the fi rst thing I ever 

said to the owner of Rolling Homes, 
Mark Cooper, when I fi rst spoke to the 
owner of Rolling Homes at the NEC 
show in October 2013.

“No, my background is making high-
end kitchens for wealthy clients with 
posh houses,” was his reply.

It’s the interior which immediately sets 
Rolling Homes apart from virtually all 
other rivals, the bulk of whom build the 
cabinetry out of plastic-faced plywood 
(the German brand Vohringer being one 
of the most popular). Rolling Homes use 
oak. And not the oak-fronted stuff that 
you fi nd in furniture shops in the high 
streets, but solid oak.

Famed for its durability, this timber isn’t 
the lightest material, but Rolling Homes 
cleverly use it in a variety of different 
thicknesses, depending on its location 

– for example the centre of the cabinet 
doors is only 6mm thick. This enables 
them to build strong, yet lightweight, 
cabinets that actually work out lighter 
than many plywood-based rivals.

The aim is simple: a marriage of 
cabinet-makers' skills allied to high 
quality VW base vehicles. But away from 
the glitz and glamour of a motorhome 
show, does it actually work in practice?

Factory fresh
Picking up the test vehicle from Rolling 
Homes' Shrewsbury base, gave an 
opportunity to nose around the 
company’s premises and see how they 
tick. MD Mark greeted me with dusty 
hands: “I’m just in the middle of building 
a cabinet, let me just set this in position”. 
I liked that – at many fi rms, you get the 
impression the MD has never wielded a 
screwdriver in his life, let alone actually 
used one their products themselves.

Mark is keen to stress: “We test all our 
conversions ourselves and refi ne them 
following customer feedback – that’s 
how our mug cupboard came about.”

The factory itself is a hive of activity 
and is very much centred around 
the joinery aspect of the build – the 
machinery they have and the space it 
occupies, place the oak interior at the 
heart of the conversion. There’s no 
bought-in fl atpack to be seen, here!

explorer
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RIB travel seat is a 
crash-tested unit 
and offers plenty of 
legroom and space 
for two people
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There are VW conversions and there are 
VW conversions. The oak-cabineted Rolling 
Homes Columbus is a cut above the rest…

As a day van for biking, the 
Columbus worked really well. 

Thanks to four-wheel-drive it won’t 
get stuck on the grass, either!
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choice. The DSG gearbox is brilliant when 
paired with the bi-turbo180bhp engine 
gives a silky smooth driving experience.

On site
The first stop-off for the Columbus was 
to Bug Jam in Santa Pod (see the report 
in this issue), one of the wilder and 
louder VW festivals. As I cruised past 
hundreds of the T5s Split-screen and Bay-
window ancestors, the Columbus got 
plenty of appreciative glances.

Pitching up and popping the SCA roof 
up took seconds. As well as the standard 
cam-lock and strap system, Rolling 
Homes have also added a neat vinyl 
cover – secured with Velcro – to hide the 
roof gubbins from view when you're on 
the road. It’s only a small touch, but it’s 

On the road
The brand-new demo model was a silver 
140PS short-wheelbase Columbus model 
with the oak interior offset by charcoal 
trim and black Corian worktops. With 
only ‘Rolling Homes’ logos on it, it’s a 
very subtle-looking vehicle and I liked it 
for that – it doesn’t stand out more than 
a Caravelle in a car park, so won’t attract 
the attention of the light-fingered.

A couple of extra buttons on the 
dashboard revealed that this was a 
four-wheel-drive version, too, with the 
well-specced cab also including the 
useful Kenwood sat nav system. This neat 
unit has been specifically designed to 
integrate with the VW dash and has an 
intuitive Garmin sat-nav system, as well 
as Bluetooth (that can link to phones and 

MP3 players) and a DAB radio. An option 
box that’s well worth ticking.

The factory VW swivel seats give 
an excellent driving position and it 
immediately feels ‘familiar’ with all the 
controls well-placed. A smooth clutch, 
slick gear-change and precise steering 
all add to the car-like feel. It could easily 
replace a family car as a daily driver.

The 140bhp version on the 2.0 TDI 
engine is quiet and pulls well enough, 
but I’d tick the 180bhp version for a bit 
more grunt (and to make a better tow 
vehicle). Until recently owners had to 
choose from the excellent 4-Motion four-
wheel-drive system, or the convenience 
of the DSG automatic gearbox. Happily, 
you can now get both with the most 
powerful engine - that would be my 

CONTACTS
☎  01743 443877

 www.vw-
conversions.com
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With roof elevated and windows 
opened, the dining space works 

perfectly for four

Corian worktop can be specified  
in a variety of finishes, while the

mug cupboard is a delighful touch

Big kitchen cupboard  
door gives brilliant access for  

loading and makes finding things simple

VW’s bike rack 
holds four 

bikes securely. 
If you’re short, 
you may need 
a step to load 

them up there, 
though!

Large double bed downstairs 
was easy to make up and 
proved comfy at Bug Jam
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thoughtful and gives a neater ‘factory’ 
finish.

The roof gives a large adult-sized 
double bed and lifts up to give more 
headroom when not in use. It features 
mesh to the front window and clear PVC 
to the side windows, giving an airy feel 
to when the clear panels are exposed.

Cabinetry
Once pitched up and suitably fed from 
one of the many Bug Jam food stands, it 
was time to unwind and listen to a few 
bands, before returning to my base for 
the evening. And what a pleasant retreat.

The wood gives a pleasant warm feel 
to the interior and softens it, making 
it feel homely without having to resort 
to the 'Ye Olde country cottage’ look 

SPECIFICATION
Base vehicle  VW Transporter T5
Drive  four-wheel drive
Engine  2.0-litre turbo-diesel (Euro 5)
Power  140bhp
Economy  40mpg (estimated)
Gearbox  6-speed manual
Number of travel seats  4
Berths  4
Leisure battery capacity  110Ah (marine 
grade)
Payload  kg (on kg chassis)
Length x width x height  4.89m x 2.283m 
(inc mirrors) x XXXm
Standard equipment  SCA colour-coded 
pop-up roof with double bed (XXm x XXm), 
Lower bed (XXXm x XXm), twin-burner 
stainless steel hob, stainless sink, Waeco 
50-litre compressor fridge, all oak interior 
with Corian worktops throughout, cup-holder 
cupboard, crash-tested rear RIB seat with two 
three-point seat belts, sheep’s wool insulation, 
marine-grade wiring system, LED lights 
throughout
Optional equipment  Warranty  years for 
base vehicle and 5 years for conversion

WHAT TO PAY
Price   From £XXXXXX on-the-road
Price of test vehicle   £XXXXX

‘‘ Sam 
certainly 
found the 
roof bed 
comfortable, 
too, if his 
snores were 
anything to 
go by! ’’
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that many motorhomes still fall into. It’s 
classical yet contemporary, somehow.

I especially liked the massive kitchen 
door, which gives instant access to all 
your pans, foodstuffs and anything else 
you’d care to stash in this deep twin-
shelved space. Many vehicles have lots 
of smaller doors that make it time-
consuming to find your kit and limit the 
size of items that can be loaded through 
them.

The wardrobe has an equally large 
door and easily swallowed my clothes 
bag, camera bag and bedding. It contains 
a hanging rail, two shelves and also the 
gas bottle and marine-grade vehicle 
electrics. As it can also be accessed from 
the rear of the vehicle via a second door, 
it’s a very useful space.

The only minor point was that the 
kitchen crockery drawer is now a metal 
item, rather than the beautiful dove-tailed 
joint solid wood item sported by the 
model at the NEC show. “You can have 
the dove-tailed version for extra cost if 
you want it,” Mark points out. I want it.

Night-time
Both beds are a doddle to make up, 
with the RIB bed base simply flipping 
through 180 degrees to give a flat and 
well-padded bed base. The cabinets limit 
the width to 1.05m – it’s always a trade-
off between bed width and storage 
space in any campervan. There’s enough 
length for two six-footers, though and 
the roof bed also adult-sized. Many 
couples will use it as their main bed to 
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avoid rearranging the travel seat / lounge 
downstairs.

At first, I thought the small Corian 
shelf to the rear of the van was a rather 
pointless addition – why not just extend 
the wardrobe at an angle to give more 
storage space?

It was only when I’d gone to bed that I 
realised it was a perfect spot to stash my 
phone, glasses and magazine. That’s the 
sort of detail that you only find out when 
you actually test a vehicle yourself – it’s 
clear that Mark uses his products.

After an overnight at Bug Jam 28 
and a good night’s sleep, the Columbus 
headed off to perform as a spare 
bedroom for my family at a friend’s 
barbecue. The other barbecue guests all 
liked the interior of the van and everyone 
marvelled at the quality of the interior. 
“It’s not like other ones I’ve been in,” 
summed up our friend Rachel, “it’s much 
more solid and far better made.”

My son Sam certainly found the roof 
bed comfortable, too, if his snores were 
anything to go by!

I particularly liked the use of curtains 
rather than cassette blinds. Motorhomes 
all use cassette blinds, but what was 
wrong with curtains? Curtains never 
rattle. And they never spring up violently 
when you’re pulling your boxers up…

Action van
Feeling slightly worse for wear (us, not 
the van) following the consumption of 
vast amounts of partially-burnt food, 
on the Sunday, the plan was to make 
amends and burn off the calories on the 
mountain bikes.

Knowing that a mountain bike trip 

was planned, Mark had thoughtfully 
bolted on a genuine VW bike rack. This 
stout aluminium unit works well and sits 
above the tail lights and number plate to 
avoid the complexity of a separate wiring 
loom and lighting system.

Despite it being a bit high to lift the 
bikes up, it’s easy to use and the four 
securing clamps held our three 26-inch 
wheeled bikes securely. If you need a bike 
rack for your T5 this is a no-brainer. It 
can also be removed without leaving any 
holes or marks, too.

The rest of our riding gear – water 
bottles, helmets, pumps, inner tubes, 
wet weather clothing etc – could easily 
be slotted in the various cubby holes. 
Usefully, behind the rear seats, there’s a 
bit of floor space for bulky kit.

After getting thoroughly muddy with 
a 10-mile pedal around Sherwood Pines 
family trail, we returned to relax in the 
van and reflect on our day out with it.

Helen loved the comfort and squeak-
free interior, while Sam liked the visibility 
from the travel seat, cautioning: “the 
base is a bit wide for me though.” 
Everyone agreed that the oak cabinets 
were something else.

Dining
After the exhaustion of pedalling around 
the forest, we removed the dining table 
from its slot in the door (aping VW’s 
Californian) and set it up in the lounge. It’s 
of a good size and can easily accommodate 
all the family. The clip that holds it to the 
door card was stiff, but may ease with use.

With the roof elevated and the sliding 
door open, it was a great place to 
unwind and relax.
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ROLLING 
HOMES 
COLUMBUS

PROS
 Wonderful oak 

interior

 Quality of build 
throughout

 Practical and 
well sorted 
layout

 Four-wheel-
drive base 
vehicle

 Zero noise from 
conversion on 
road

CONS
✘ Author can’t 

afford it

✘ Erm…

VERDICT
On many vehicles we test, it’s a mixed 
bag of pros and cons. Some (and 
we’re not mentioning names here) are 
actually pretty lousy vehicles and you 
can’t wait to return the keys and end 
the experience. The Columbus wasn’t 
one of them. Over the course of a 
busy Rosenthal family weekend it did 
everything we asked of it – from a day 
van for mountain biking to an overnight 
base for three. It seamlessly replaced my 
daily driver (a 4WD estate car), too.

There are many VW conversions out 
there with a similar layout to this one, but 
the Columbus sets itself apart by being a 
brilliant all-rounder with a build quality 
that’s second to none. The oak interior is 
an absolute delight.

When it came to give the keys back to 
‘my’ Columbus, it was painful. I wanted 
to keep it so badly, that I’d given serious 
thought to how I could afford it. I can’t 
recall ever wanting a test vehicle this 
badly. Can I keep it?

At Bug Jam we 
were parked on our 
own initially but 
found ourselves 
surrounded by our 
ancestors in the 
morning!

SPECIFICATION
Base vehicle  VW Transporter T5 Highline
Drive  four-wheel drive
Engine  2.0-litre turbo-diesel (Euro 5)
Power  140bhp
Economy  40mpg (estimated)
Gearbox  6-speed manual
Number of travel seats  4
Berths  4
Leisure battery capacity  110Ah (marine)
Payload  780kg
Length x width x height  4.89m x 2.283m 
(inc mirrors) x 2.06m
Standard equipment  SCA pop-up roof 
with double bed (1.98m x 1.21m), Lower bed 
(1.83m x 1.05m), twin-burner stainless steel 
hob, stainless sink, Waeco 50-litre compressor 
fridge, all oak interior with Corian worktops, 
cup-holder cupboard, crash-tested rear RIB seat 
with two three-point seat belts, sheep’s wool 
insulation, marine-grade wiring, LED lights
Optional equipment  Diesel heating 
(£1,250), sliding door table (£495), Fiamma 
cassette awning (£795), VW bike rack (£495)
Warranty  3 yrs base vehicle, 5 yrs conversion
Price  From £41,000 on-the-road
Price of test vehicle   £57,000

Extra worktop/chopping board slides 
above the cutlery drawer (the dove-tailed 

drawer unit is an option that the editor 
would spec…)
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